AFMC CENTER INITIATIVES

Over the last week or so several of our units have implemented/beefed up different venues to help their folks copy with the telework/isolation. Below are a few of those resources with a quick synopsis that may be helpful when pulling together resources.

- **AFTC**: Quarantine University on Facebook, (412 TW), crowdsourced online learning platform, podcast, videos and links to free online courses.
- **LCMC**: Resource Learning Center (LCMC); handful of digital resources tailored to our workforce with the goal of helping you sharpen your skills.
- **AFRL**: WOW-DIY (Wizards of Wright Do-It-Yourself); Easy science experiments parents can do at home with kids....website link below.

**AFTC**

Quarantine University was built as a platform for people to come together and crowdsource best practices for online learning. We then added the ability to live stream courses and Q&A sessions. Within seven days, our portal has grown to 9k Airmen from across the Air Force and is growing by approximately 1k per day. We produce 6-7 hrs of live-streamed content per day, which is all recorded and can be watched at a later date. Current courses include topics such as servant leadership, hybrid Airmen, yoga, mindfulness, strength training and are taught by Airmen of all ranks and AFSCs (ALS Instructor, Command Chiefs, Career Assistance Advisors, PME Commandants) and even have retired NFL running back Marshall Faulk running a session for our Airmen next week.

**LCMC**

In today’s environment, finding time to acquire and enhance our skills can be challenging. To help in that pursuit, I am pleased to announce the initial release of the AFLCMC Learning Resource Center located at: https://www.aflcmc.af.mil/WELCOME/Fact-Sheets/Display/Article/2123006/aflcmc-learning-resource-center/ (No VPN required--access on government and personal computers, tablets, and phones.) At this site, you will discover a handful of digital resources tailored to our workforce with the goal of helping you sharpen your skills as an Air Force professional. All of which I found to be intriguing, interesting, and thought provoking. In the coming days you will see an expansion of this site with additional content from your leadership team, functional managers, and peers.

**AFRL**

The Center partners with Wright-Patterson Education Center to create FREE STEM Resources (hands of experiments) for parents and families. The program is called WOW-DIY (Wizards of Wright Do-It-Yourself), it’s a great resource for parents with young children at home during the COVID-1 crisis. Below is a synopsis with a link to the site.

“Program currently provides Do-It-Yourself videos for easy experiments at home for all ages. It also offer WOW! TV, these are videos for teachers to use within their curriculum, virtually, or in the classroom. It is great resources for those with children, grand-children, nieces, nephews, or neighbor kids or parents looking for science experiments they can do from home!”

The site is updated with 1 to 3 new experiments each week.

Here is the link: http://wpafbstem.com/pages/wow_diy.html